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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to increase understanding about the prerequisites which evolving cyber society sets for actors, activities and structures of the defenders of society. The research proposes an approach for identifying, analysing and scheduling these prerequisites for decision-making. The paper presents results of two case studies where the proposed approach is applied. The case studies indicate that in the future compositions are needed for forming of joint defence cyber community and resources for joining this community in affordable and beneficial ways. These are the next steps on the strategic path to jointly defended cyber community of global information networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolving digitalization of the functions and services of society is shaping the global technological, information, social, business and military networks. The advances in technology including service robots, pattern recognition, big data and the applying of the internet of everything concept provide splendid opportunities for governments and business organizations. Big data approaches accelerate the developing of data analysis methods and approaches both for military and business use. The change in society is not; however, limited to technologies available or to the virtual environments, but it will transfer society to an endlessly expanding, unknown global terrain, where values, norms and objectives often appear as vague and weird. This unknown terrain often hampers attempts for selecting, analysing and scheduling issues to be decided. Wider and deeper understanding is needed about the prerequisites which the changing society sets for actors, activities and structures of military organizations in futures. Novel approaches are required to bridge the gap between the decision-making needs and supplies.

The overall frame of reference of this paper is global information networks as complex adaptive social systems. Derived from the definitions of information and networks as presented in Cambridge (2014) the term global information networks is defined as a large system consisting of parts that are connected together to allow facts of someone or something to be communicated between or along the parts. The term emphasizes the significance of global interdependencies and the continuous flowing of information in cyberspace. These global interdependencies occur in the physical, logical and social layers (US Army, 2010) of cyberspace.

The major actors of the global information networks have an access to the high level cyber potential. This access is required for creating significant resources and capabilities. The high level cyber potential is typically formed only by the resources of advanced nation states, because it is based on the cultural heritage, social structures, existing prosperity, science, research and development, education system and infrastructure as well as international business and trade. Even the major business organizations need a host state or states with high enough cyber potential. A well-functioning public-private partnership often delivers mutual benefits for the both parties. The public organizations provide the access to the high level cyber potential and the business organizations deliver resources and capabilities. Nation states collaborating with global and local enterprises are thus often the most effective cyber world actors.

Military operations are typically classified to strategic, operational and tactic level activities. The relationships between these levels are described in Figure 1. Strategic activities include the setting of the overall objectives and the determining of the path to these objectives or the developing of already chosen paths. In civil organizations, the operational art level activities are often hidden between the strategic and tactic levels. However, operational art or operations art is a widely recognized concept in the military context.

Piatt (1999) studies the concept of operational art as a discipline between the strategic and tactical activities. He argues that operational art is ‘the methodology used to determine how best to apply military resources to
accomplish strategic aims. It consists of operational analysis, design and planning’. US DoD (2013) has the human capabilities perspective on operational art. It defines that ‘operational art is the cognitive approach by commanders and staffs—supported by their skill, knowledge, experience, creativity, and judgment—to develop strategies, campaigns, and operations to organize and employ military forces by integrating ends, ways, and means’.

Figure 1. Operational art is selecting steps towards strategic aims and creating of compositions and resources

This paper states that during the operational art phase there is a need to select steps on the strategic path and to create compositions and resources in advance to reach strategic targets efficiently and effectively. Operational art is about organizing and applying of available military forces so that the strategic aims of operations are achieved. If the operational art aspects are not concerned the decision-making about proceeding on the strategic path is often chaotic.

Cyber defence is a common term meaning the preparation and implementation of protective activities against cyber threats. Cyberspace operations are a wider concept meaning ‘the employment of cyberspace capabilities where the primary purpose is to achieve objectives in or through cyberspace’ (US DoD, 2013). Cyberspace operations include operational art activities. So, they cover selecting steps on the strategic path and creating of compositions and resources in or through cyberspace. Cyber-combats are tactic level activities.

The aim of this paper is to increase understanding about the prerequisites which evolving cyber society sets for actors, actions and structures of the defenders of society. The research proposes an approach for identifying, analysing and scheduling these prerequisites for decision-making. Especially, the research focuses on selecting steps on the strategic path to cyber society and the creating of compositions and resources for effectively and efficiently defending cyber society of global information networks.

2. CONTENT ANALYSIS WITH SOCIAL SYSTEM MODEL

Operational art is a human activity. Social systems approach has the human perspective on the world. Therefore, the social systems were selected as the worldview of this research. Complexity thinking, system modelling, communication and cognition philosophy and sociology was applied to develop the social system model presented in (Kuusisto, 2004) and described in more detail in (Kuusisto & Kuusisto 2009). The model is outlined in Figure 2 and Table 1. From the complexity thinking point of view, the social system model is a complex
adaptive system (CAS) entity (Holland, 1996) having all the properties of that entity. The model is thus a tagged aggregation. The internal modelling of the entity is its division into 12 basic building blocks bolded in Table 1.

The basic building blocks of the social system model and information flows connecting these blocks are derived from Aristotle’s, Bergson’s (1911), Parsons’ (1951) and Habermas’ (1984, 1989) thinking. The information flows are shaping the social system. They are depicted with arrows in Figure 2. Information is flowing from values to norms through culture and pattern maintenance and to goals through community and integration and to polity, goal attainment, facts of present, organization, adaptation and finally back to values. In addition, information flows from action to its neighbouring information class and external information enters from facts of present. The external world is influenced by the social system model’s actions driven by goal attainment. The model is thus complex and emergent.

Figure 2. The social system model, based on (Kuusisto & Kuusisto 2009)

Table 1. The social system model with activity hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Interaction is internally oriented</th>
<th>Interaction is externally oriented</th>
<th>Interaction is internally oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern maintenance</td>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>Goal attainment</td>
<td>Integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic pattern maintenance</td>
<td>Strategic adaptation</td>
<td>Strategic goal attainment</td>
<td>Strategic integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational pattern maintenance</td>
<td>Operational adaptation</td>
<td>Operational goal attainment</td>
<td>Operational integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic pattern maintenance</td>
<td>Tactic adaptation</td>
<td>Tactic goal attainment</td>
<td>Tactic integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern maintenance, operating</td>
<td>Adaptation, operating</td>
<td>Goal attainment, operating</td>
<td>Integration, operating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Polity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Values</td>
<td>Facts of present</td>
<td>Goals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Information, structure and action hierarchies of complex systems cannot be completely explained nor described. When perceiving a complex system at a structural level such as at a national or defence forces level, the understanding of the hierarchy of actions can be increased by applying a general classification of military
actions. The expanded social system model presented in Table 1 divides actions into strategic, operational art, tactics and operating. The expanded social system model consists of 24 basic blocks, i.e., 8 information and structure building blocks and all the 16 action classes covering actions from strategy to operating.

Global information networks are continuously evolving and the ways cyber operations are implemented are constantly changing. All the details of these networks and cyber operations on them are not known by any actor and they are not under a precise control. These characteristics relate them to complex systems. Complex systems act in a non-deterministic way that becomes understandable when perceiving the system at the structural level that suits the viewpoint. They have a tendency to produce emergent outputs that are not necessarily predictable in the content or in time, see (Ball, 2004), (Kauffmann, 1995) and (Moffat, 2003). So, global information networks and cyber operations will inevitable produce logically understandable phenomena over time. For the cyber researchers this means that they are challenged for searching, developing and verifying methods for recognizing these phenomena. Content analysis is a growing research technique ‘for making replicable and valid interferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use’ (Krippendorff, 2013). This research uses the content analysis technique for the recognizing of the emergent phenomena of the global information networks and cyber operations. The aim is to find out certain principles of the contents of them for focusing the more detailed analysis and forming of simple rules.

A system modeling approach for figuring out the emergent phenomena of a complex system is depicted in Figure 3. The approach assumes that the actors of the complex system are primarily humans and regards social systems as its worldview.

The system modelling approach begins with information gathering according to the focus of the study, i.e., decision-making situation in concern. The concepts of situation and situation awareness support the identifying of actors and restricting of information flows spatially and temporally. For example, if studies or decisions are to be made about the national cyber strategy vision, the information gathering would cover national cyber strategies published in the other countries, global and local cyber opportunity and threat estimations and cyber-related scientific material as well as anticipated cyber-related infrastructure and product development.

The second part of the approach is the analysis of the contents of the gathered information with the social system model. The analysis with the social system model follows the principle of abstraction. Abstraction is a widely utilized approach in system modelling. It permits dealing with the complexity. The abstraction is performed at the structural level that suits the viewpoint to the contents. The selecting of structural level and viewpoint depend on the situation. For example, if studies are to be made about the national cyber strategy vision, one viewpoint is the international comparison of national cyber strategies. High-level national leader level is a structural level that suits this viewpoint.

Krippendorff (2013) argues that the content analysis is preferable performed with abductive inferences. Deductive and inductive inferences are not considered to be central to content analysis. Abductive inferences are drawn across dissimilar areas, from particulars of one area to particulars of another area (Krippendorff, 2013). The analysis of the contents with the social system model contains classification of the contents into the classes of the social system model. An abductive inference is made with each placing of an item of the contents into one of these classes. Complex systems evolve over time. Therefore, the placing of items into the classes of the social system model is often grouped by time periods, e.g. the sets of results are formed on an annual basis.

The results of system modelling approach are some emergent phenomena of the complex system. The phenomena are identified from a selected point of view. They can be utilized for focusing the more detailed studies. These studies can be implemented by mathematical modelling such as the forming and analyzing of the strategic level metrics or by using some of the basic strategy tools like SWOT analysis. For example, if the adaptation to the current situation seems to be an emergent phenomenon, a SWOT analysis about this
phenomenon can be performed. The aim is that the results of the detailed analysis include simple rules about the complex system. The recognized patterns and formulated rules can be used for understanding and maybe organizing the complexity. For example, a simple rule about the national cyber strategies seems to be that they are derived from the national cultures and priorities. This supports positioning of the cyber strategy implementation activities of nations.

3. CASE STUDIES

3.1 Analysis of a media survey

The aim of the first case study is to identify characteristic and phenomena that need to be known for selecting steps and compositions on the strategic path to cyber society of global information networks. Empirical data consist of public discussions about cyber issues as published in main national newspapers in Finland. The press is considered free in Finland. Finland has succeeded well in several international evaluations concerning the use of information and communication technology and advances in eGovernment such as (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2014) and (UN, 2012). Emergent phenomena figured out by studying news published in Finland can be considered to include some of the characteristics of global information networks.

The study is a narrow media survey focusing on three sets of news published in Finland in 1994-2014. The news were selected by using “cyber*” as a search criterion. The first set includes news that were published in Aamulehti (1994-2014). The second set contains editorials of Helsingin Sanomat (1994-2014) and the third set contains news classified as science of Helsingin Sanomat (1994-2014). The news were categorized according to the social system model and grouped into two time-basis groups: news published in 1994-2004 and in 2005-2014.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the news published in 2004-2014 with the news published in 1994-2004. The key to interpret the symbols in Figure 4 are: -X = the change in news is from -5% to -10%, -XX < -10%, 0 = -5% to 5%, X= 5% to 10%, XX > 10%. In the early years in 90s the focus of the news were mainly on culture, i.e., science-fiction movies, stories, music and games. During the following years the focus shifted first to the technology provided to the users and then to information security. Recently security and defence policy level has been included in the general public discussions.

Figure 4. Cyber-news published in 2006-2014 compared to cyber-news published in 1994-2004

The major finding is that the cyber discussions have moved from the issues of the initial internal state of a society occurring in the 90s through the initial external state towards the present futures external state as outlined in Figure 5. This flow of the cyber-related public discussions in 1994-2014 is quite similar to information flows described with the social system model. According to information flow thinking the society will next reach the technology provided to the users and then to information security. Recently security and defence policy level has been included in the general public discussions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>action</th>
<th>Pattern maintenance</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
<th>Goal attainment</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>strategic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operation art</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tactic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operating</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>structure</th>
<th>(-\times)</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>(\times)</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>(-\times)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>information</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Facts of present</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Norms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(-\times)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The major finding is that the cyber discussions have moved from the issues of the initial internal state of a society occurring in the 90s through the initial external state towards the present futures external state as outlined in Figure 5. This flow of the cyber-related public discussions in 1994-2014 is quite similar to information flows described with the social system model. According to information flow thinking the society will next reach the futures internal state. This means that the integration to a cyber-community is likely to happen in the society in the future.
It should be noted, however, that the media survey is narrow and addresses only some aspects of evolving society. The recent share of informative cyber-news, i.e., classified as facts of present as well as discussions about the values and norms of cyber have decreased. The focus has shifted to polity and the strategic activities level. This reflects high-level political interest increase in the cyber issues. The technological artefacts of cyber have met the political systems. Examples include political decisions about cyber strategies and critical national and international infrastructure such as the aim to connect Europe and Asia via the Northern Sea Route. The decrease of interest in facts of presents reflects that public already has sufficient information about the features of cyber. Interest has moved to polity which indicates the need to organize and resource the decision-making apparatus and implementation of cyber strategies as prerequisites for efficient and effective cyber defence of society. In addition, cyber capabilities and general resources for performing successful cyber activities need to be developed.

Next the society will have a need to form norms and interpret the facts of present based on the already published strategic political decisions. The citizens have not yet, however, widely discussed and agreed about the goals and directions of cyber. The raising of international public discussions about the norms and interpretations of the facts of present as well as resourcing and international organizing the forming of norms are needed. This includes forming of general understanding and norms about the required cyber defence capabilities. This is required for guiding the defenders of society to operate in the evolving global information networks on the way that is accepted by the citizens.

3.2 Analysis of workshop findings

The empirical data of the second case study consist of findings of an advanced research workshop held on September 2013 in Geneva, Switzerland (Hathaway, 2014). The aims of the workshop were to exchange expert knowledge and discuss approaches and solutions to cyber defence. The participants of the workshop represented industry, academia and public institutions which have experience with and responsibilities for incident detection and response (Hathaway, 2014). The findings of the workshop were selected for analysis because they were considered to describe well both the current situation and needs for future developments of cyber defence.

The workshop had 21 findings that were categorized according to the social system model. Each finding was not placed on just one category but to all the categories related to it. The results are visualized in Figure 6. The key to interpret the symbols in Figure 6 are: 0<5%, X = 5-10%, XX > 10%.
The analysis of the workshop findings show that in general attention was paid on actions. Structural issues were least discussed. The focus was clearly on norms and pattern maintenance. Facts of present, organization, goal attainment and goals were addressed substantially as well. External initial state issues were discussed less than initial internal or external states’ issues. This means that the experienced and competent workshop participants did not favor adaptation to the current situation but norms and pattern maintenance.

Culture and values were not discussed and operational art activities were presented only with pattern maintenance. The discussed operational art activities contain Internet Service Providers and Telecommunication providers to provide upstream security layers stopping the malicious activity before it reaches an organization, national cyber strategies to contain deterrence and defence that adapts to the constantly changing environment, approaching operational problems more holistically with academic and research community and coupling of strategy with market levers to create rewards and punishments, e.g., disruptive regulation to drive insecure products out of the market place.

In the future the discussions about pattern maintenance will influence on addressing of norms. This will raise increasing discussions about the characteristic of cyber community as well as required resources and capabilities. In the future, compositions are needed for forming of joint defence cyber community. In addition, resources for joining this community in affordable and beneficial ways need to be formed.

4. CONCLUSION

The paper outlines and preliminary verifies an approach for figuring out prerequisites which evolving cyber society sets for actors, actions and structures of the defenders of society. The approach allows researchers to outline phenomena of a complex system in a short time and with a small amount of information and few resources. The conducted case studies give an overview on discussions about cyber on society. This overview has been applied for directing research and more detailed information analysis for high-level decision-making. The case studies show that the approach is plausible. More empirical studies are, however, needed to continue the validation of the approach.

When comparing the analysis of public discussions of the first case study to the analysis of professional discussions described as the second case study, it is recognized that the cyber defence professionals discuss more about goals, goal attainment and norms than public. It can be assumed that these professional discussions will in the future raise more public discussions about these topics. Recent observations about global public discussions indicate that discussions about goals and norms are increasing.

The case studies indicate raising discussions about the characteristic of cyber community as well as required resources and capabilities. In the future, compositions are needed for forming of joint defence cyber community. This community will defend society in or through cyberspace. In addition, resources for joining this community in affordable and beneficial ways need to be formed. These are the next steps and future research topics on the strategic path to jointly defended cyber community of global information networks.
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